Champaign-Urbana Mass Transit District

University Response Shuttle

This shuttle runs seven days a week. Individuals who have been instructed by the Champaign-Urbana Public Health District to ride this service will board either Response Bus A or Response Bus B.

Please board in the rear of the bus. The front door should only be used if you need to access the kneeler/ramp.

Resources:
covid19.illinois.edu/health-and-support/quarantine-and-isolation/
Hotline 217.239.7877

This route is not intended for public use. Passengers should only board if they have been instructed by the Public Health District to do so.

Designated Stops:
• Rodeway Inn
• Comfort Inn
• Lincoln & Illinois
• PAR
• UI Library
• ARC
• First & Armory
• Fourth & Daniel
• White St Mid-Block
• Illini Union
• Goodwin & Main

Please wear a mask at all times and remain distanced from other passengers.